Dr. J. GRAY DUNCANSON said he thought the paper a very good and practical one. The sale of such remedies, especially the secret remedies, was, in his opinion, a great and dangerous evil in this country; and it was, to a certain extent, a slur upon the medical profession. The people were very apt to take things for granted in the absence of denial, and it is only recently, in this country at all events, that a proper scientific attempt has been made to expose the constitution of those at SAGE Publications on June 21, 2016 jrs.sagepub.com Downloaded from
drawing the necessary distinction between such medicines as were advertised to the public and the goods which were advertised and recommended to the medical man. The pharmacist had no sympathy with the former; in acting as a distributor of these, every medical man knew he was an unwilling agent, but the distribution of such medicines had become an unavoidable part of the pharmacist's business, no matter where his business might be situated.
He (the speaker) believed the trade was a harmful one, and that efforts should be made to stop it. He hoped the discussion would lead to the adoption of some practical remedy for improving the present state of affairs. In America the declaration of the formula of proprietary medicines was compulsory, and he believed it was required by law in many Continental countries. That was surely a simple requirement, which, if adopted in England, would work great improvement. It would be some protection of the public against themselves, in that it would show them the character of the material they were taking; and it would enlighten some medical men who might otherwise prescribe a patent medicine without knowing what it contained.
The impression which Mr. Beddoes had conveyed concerning the Codex was not the correct one. That speaker inferred that there was an antagonism, or some outstanding difference of opinion, between the Pharmaceutical Society, or the Council of that Society, and the General Medical Council. That, however, was not the case. The relations between those two bodies were entirely amicable on that subject. When the next Codex was issued, it would accord with the wishes of the General Medical Council. As to whether the Codex had been the cause of great harm to medicine, there was room for an opinion vastly different from that expressed by Mr. Beddoes, and he would be inclined to leave it to the opinions of the gentlemen present as to whether that was the case. He had heard equally forcible expressions, but to the contrary effect.
nostrums. The press teems with advertisements of the most fraudulent and lying nature, which are apt to mnislead very considerably; there was also a more subtle method sometimes adopted, which he took the opportunity of strongly denouncing. He referred to the practice of getting certain substances written up by members of their own profession, and then pamphlets or reprints of articles were distributed broadcast to the profession " with the author's compliments." To the British Medical Association they owed a debt of gratitude for a small book which it had recently published, entitled " Secret Remedies." He would advise every medical man to procure a copy at once, and it should be widely distributed throughout the land; if that were done, it would prove a powerful weapon in stamping out the evil. The people of this country were not fools, they merely wanted educating; they were being preyed upon by those who vended such things, and as soon as this was realized the demand for quack remedies would cease; he thanked Dr. Dixon particularly for the clear manner in which he had brought forward the legal aspect of the question.
Dr. WILLIAM MARTIN wrote, in a letter read by Dr. J. Gray Duncanson: " The subject is, as you say, one of great importance, and I am sure you could have invited no one better qualified than Professor W. E. Dixon to present it adequately to the meeting. I can see no good in the 'patent-medicine' method of foisting remedies on the public, and believe that legislation might be obtained that would substantially lessen or even stamp out the trade, if it were not that official discouragement would probably block the zeal of anyone who sought to do away with so fruitful a soutce of revenue; for the duties paid amount to a substantial sum every year, and it would be difficult to produce an imposing number of instances where danger to the public interest could be specifically proved-a line of argument that alone, in my opinion, would have any effect on Parliament. The enormous growth of patent medicines, with all the blatant and unscrupulous appeals to the populace through the advertisement columns of the press-lay, clerical, and pseudo-scientific-has become nothing less than a monstrous evil; but then you know the hackneyed Latin phrase, populus vult decipi. I consider, however, that within certain limits there is a distinct and legitimate field for the exercise of the 'protection' afforded by 'registered ' names, and the output of what are generally known as proprietary preparations. You know, as well as I do, that manufacturers of medicinal products, like all other manufacturers, vary almost infinitely
